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Culture Camp Update: Fire Pit Ready
Our culture camp is close to being ready. The fire pit pad,
outdoor classroom/lean-to shelter pad, tipi pad and all-weather
washroom are ready. Our target date for these milestones was
mid-November. We should be fully operational by then.
This issue of the newsletter will focus on the construction of
the fire pit pad. It will also focus on the first time that students
and staff were able to use the culture camp despite it not quite
being finished. Future issues will share updates about the
outdoor classroom/lean-to shelter, the tipi site and daily
activities in the culture camp.
Three individuals have been instrumental in getting us to this
point: Maxine Hildebrandt, Mark Hildebrandt and Dale
LeMoignan.
As you will see from the photos taken at various stages of this
project, Maxine and Mark have put in countless hours after
school and on weekends getting the site ready. They have both
taken on physical tasks well beyond anything expected of
them. Dale has helped by providing and operating equipment
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Dale LeMoignan uses the skidsteer to clear the fire pit site.

from the Maintenance Department, as well as
offering his expertise.
This stage began with Mark and Maxine
clearing surrounding trees and brush, then
staking out the fire pit circle. Next, Dale used
the skidsteer to remove boulders and level the
space. Mark and Maxine hauled wheelbarrows
of gravel to the pad site, then used a
professional construction grade machine we
rented to tamp the gravel down.
Several contractors have also helped us advance
progress on the camp. Burnco Rock Products
supplied gravel for the project. Inland Cement
in Acheson supplied concrete for the fire pit pad
and lean-to pad—we appreciate that they
provided the leftover concrete to let us build an all-purpose pad
beside the maintenance shop. Woodland Lumber in Evansburg was
our supplier for the wood used in the project.
As well, ZAPA Contracting Ltd. from Beaumont oversaw concrete
delivery, pouring, placing and finishing. It also supplied and
installed all the forms and rebar. The company is owned by Zach
Paul, Maxine’s nephew, who is highly skilled in concrete work and
works as a supervisor for a construction company. Zach and
Brandon Paul also constructed the lean-to outdoor classroom
facility.
After the concrete was poured and finished, Maxine and Mark built
the fire pit and set up the seating circle. They rented a trailer from
U-Haul and picked up the fire pit kit from Rockland Supplies in St.
Albert as well as the tree stumps that we will be using for seats. We
bought the stumps from Hart Wichern, our principal Erin Danforth’s
stepfather.
Thanks to all this hard work, we are already at the first stage of
having students and staff becoming engaged in the culture camp.
Students from all grades recently spent time at the site raking and
bagging leaves to help clean up. A few days later, staff held their
first PD Day at the site. They helped to clean the site and had
discussions about how to include curriculum content into daily use
of the culture camp.
Left from top: Mark Hildebrandt clearing the fire pit site.
Mark and Maxine working together to clear trees and brush from the fire pit site.
Mark spreading out and tamping down the gravel.
Mark finishes clearing the fire pit site.
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Right: Maxine hauling loads of gravel
with a shovel and wheelbarrow, then
dumping the gravel in the fire pit site.

Below: Zach Paul and Brandon Paul
installing rebar for the fire pit site.
Below, right: Zach and Brandon
getting ready to pour concrete.

Right: Pouring concrete for the fire pit.
Right, below: Zach Paul, Albert McLaughlin and
Brandon Paul floating concrete.
Below: Brandon towelling concrete for the fire pit.
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Counterclockwise from above:

Mark Hildebrandt unloading the fire pit kit.
Mark getting the fire pit ready to install.
Checking on the kindling supply.
The MECCS culture camp fire pit area and leanto shelter are ready to use.
Maxine and Mark unloading stumps to use as
seating by the fire pit.
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Stoney language instructor Teresa Bird and Maxine
Hildebrandt gathering kindling with students.

It took the entire MECCS school community to help
get the site prepared. Some of our students are shown
here helping to rake and bag up leaves.
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Right: Naomi Anderson
and Maxine Hildebrandt
raking leaves during a
recent PD Day.
Staff chose to hold PD
Day at the culture camp
site to help get it ready.
They also used the time
to talk about working
curriculum content into
student culture camp
visits.

Our first PD Day at
the culture camp

Clockwise from right:
Starting construction of a
traditional meat-drying
rack at the fire pit.
Mark Ehnes and Naomi
Anderson take their tree
stump seats by the fire pit
on our first PD Day at the
culture camp.
Mark Ehnes sweeping up
leaves at the outdoor
classroom/lean-to shelter.
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